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another minus point is shraddha kapoor. she excels in dilwale dulhaniya le jayenge, but then she doesn't do much for me in gori tere pyaar mein!. like gulshan devaiah,
who plays a bad guy in two brilliant movies, she too does nothing well in this movie. from two to three minutes before the movie starts we are already aware of what

we are going to witness. why? because khan delivers the big statement that precedes the film. it's a joke, albeit a subtle one. by the end of the film, that initial
overstatement has been given some thought. the joke has turned into a nugget of wisdom. it is only in the second half of the film that it all becomes a bit too much.
the gosha kapoor that was a brick and chalk portrait in the first half is drawn out to a real person in the second half of the film. and he's a very nice, charming and

funny lad. in the second half of the movie, when imran is sitting at his home, reading poetry and doing crosswords puzzles, all of a sudden we get to know that he is the
one who holds all the answers to the problems of the country. and this comes as a huge surprise to the audience and it is the only time in the movie when imran looks

extremely awkward. he gets so engrossed in his work of providing solutions to nation's problems, that he forgets to make a fool of himself as he does frequently.
however, the good thing is that he is in no hurry to get out of that good mood. there is a genuine sense of appreciation and affection for imran when he opens up his
living room to a village couple. at no point in the film does imran attempt to act like a person who is very self-important or self-confident. and that makes him a more

approachable character. imran brings to the film his own charm, his sincerity, his wit and a really great sense of his place in the world.
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this is a love story for the many, and it is over too
soon. as films would go, gori tere pyaar mein! has
the most explicitly stated message of any film in

recent memory: that of the gori and didi serving as
the significant couple in every small town in india. at

its heart, the entire film is about how caste and
gender roles are not written in stone, and people can

and do break out of them. both dia and sriram are
always arguing with someone in the film about the

need to cross the caste lines in india. the film actively
casts doubt on the fragility of caste as a concept, but
it is so non-invasive that you don't even really notice
that the film is satirizing it. as gori tere pyaar mein!
takes the final step and embraces its end, it gets so
emotional that it feels like the celebration of a happy

ending and not a cynical dismantling of the entire
premise of the film. it is the rare romantic comedy in

cinema that accomplishes both. the film's biggest
virtue is its visual impact. like ashutosh gowarikar's
swades (2004), which also dealt with rural uplift, it
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captures the melodrama of village life with a head-on
camera, using plain objects, no frills. the editing is
spot on and the music is very apt. there are two

sections where kareena tries to slog it out and the
music is completely out of place. and the script, i
think, lacks a bit of strength. but it's a very big-
hearted film, swooning over smiles, petting and

hugging, and as a result, it's an immensely likable
film. rishi mohan is the man behind the camera, and
he's a very capable one. he belongs in this league of
adoring contemporary filmmakers who see films as

important tools for social change. mohan also
directed the gay sapphic comedy mard ka nia . in

gori tere pyaar mein!, he uses only a handkerchief to
make his camera information clear. it is a good

touch. others may find it a bit gimmicky. the script is
immaculate. 5ec8ef588b
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